
 
BBC TRUST SERVICE REVIEW BBC ONLINE AND RED BUTTON AND 

CONSULTATION ON MERGED SERVICE LICENCE 
 
This is Virgin Media’s response to the BBC Trust’s consultation on the merged 
service licence for BBC Online and Red Button.  This document also contains 
some observations on the BBC Trust Service Review (the “Review”). 
 
Virgin Media is committed to using the power of our high capacity, future-proofed 
network to enrich the license fee payer’s engagement in and enjoyment of BBC 
content.  Our investment in world-leading communications services – consumer 
broadband speeds of up to 120Mbps, highly successful roll-out of our connected 
TV platform, TiVo, to more than 1.7 million homes, and launch of WiFi services in 
UK cities – provides a platform for the UK broadcasting market to continue to lead 
the world in the innovative delivery of content.  Through a strong and 
constructive partnership with the BBC, Virgin Media’s network has played a 
central role in driving consumer engagement with the iPlayer, BBC Olympics with 
coverage across 48 live streams, and numerous BBC Red Button services in 
recent years.  Virgin Media recognises that availability of high quality content is 
and will continue to be a key driver of consumer take up of high speed connected 
TV and broadband services.  
 
The desire within our customer base for new, innovative delivery of content is 
indicative of a fundamental convergence in the ways in which UK licence fee 
payers are increasingly expecting to access public service content.  Consumers 
expect to access the content they want, where they want, across any device.  The 
explosion in views of BBC content across mobile and tablet demonstrates the 
depth of appetite for access to BBC content on multiple platforms and outside the 
home.  Virgin Media has a crucial role to play in supporting the BBC in continuing 
to respond these shifts in consumer behaviour, not least through our investment 
in WiFi and the launch of our Virgin TV Anywhere services.  To do so effectively, 
Virgin Media will need the flexibility to distribute all taxpayer funded BBC linear, 
Red Button and on demand content in a consistent and intuitive manner in line 
with our 3.8 million licence fee paying customers’ expectations by all current and 
future means of delivery and on all devices.  We welcome this opportunity to set 
out our views on how the mutual supporting relationship between Virgin Media 
and the BBC can continue to evolve to meet our joint objective of driving 
engagement with high quality programming.  
 
Online and Red Button 
 
As set out in the Review, Virgin Media agrees with the stated remit of BBC Online 
to “promote the BBC’s public purposes, by providing innovative and distinctive 
online content and distinctive propositions that reflect and extend the range of 
the BBC’s broadcast services.”  
 
In relation to Red Button, Virgin Media absolutely agrees that this is an important 
service for licence fee payers and, as the BBC is aware from its innovative 
collaboration with Virgin Media, is fully supportive of the development of the 
Connected Red Button.  The commitment to this innovative partnership meant 
that Virgin Media TiVo customers were the first to experience the latest 



interactive services at the press of a button.  The connected world offers the 
opportunity to bring distinctive, niche content to a much broader audience than 
ever before and this requires flexible, agnostic partnerships.  
 
Four Screens 
 
The Review rightly acknowledges changing audience behaviour and the growing 
ownership and use of smartphones and tablets, and references the BBC’s four 
screen strategy.  The BBC Trust’s own evidence shows that users greatly value 
being able to seamlessly access BBC content across a range of devices. 
 
Virgin Media’s strategy in the digital world is focused on the concept of 
‘Entertainment Anywhere’.  Virgin Media has now enabled its subscribers to view 
the content to which they subscribe (whether pay or free-to-air content) 
wherever they are, whenever they like and on whatever device they choose to 
use.  [CONFIDENTIAL].  
 
These new means of delivery will require transparent and fair rules of 
engagement for new devices and technologies.  The wording of the Service 
Licence itself is that BBC Online “should offer UK users greater choice and control 
over how they consume BBC content”.  Virgin Media therefore fully agrees with 
the statement that: “New screens and devices will emerge on which audiences 
will expect to find BBC content.  It will, therefore, be important for BBC Online to 
adapt to meet such expectations.”  
 
At the same time as this Review and consultation, Virgin Media is also aware that 
the BBC Trust has commissioned a review of distribution.  Virgin Media would 
encourage the BBC Trust to take a holistic and coherent approach to its 
distribution policy in all of these reviews.   
 
A key objective for the BBC should be to work effectively and efficiently with 
other players in the industry to enable the BBC to both fulfil and surpass its 
objectives in delivering value for licence fee payers. A “consistent user 
experience” (as set out on page 9 of the Review) is still achievable through 
cooperation with other digital platforms. The BBC needs to work co-operatively 
with other platforms to ensure that it maximises the reach and distribution of 
licence fee funded content.  Concerns have arisen historically where the BBC has 
adopted an overly restrictive approach to the look and feel of any user interface, 
which has taken precedence over what should be the primary aim of wide reach.  
Whilst Virgin Media acknowledges the importance of branding, this should not be 
used as a pretext to restrict the availability of content and to distort the market. 
At the heart of BBC’s behaviour and purpose must be the principle of device and 
platform neutrality and to be supportive of innovation, enabling every licence 
payer to consume BBC content when they want, how they want, where they 
want.  
 
Personalisation and Navigation 
 
Virgin Media’s innovative TiVo and complementary TV Anywhere propositions 
offer a whole world of catch-up, on demand, HD, 3D and live TV content.  
Personalisation and recommendation is a key feature of TiVo.   
 
Navigation: The Review sets out that the BBC recognises the considerable 
challenges in making audiences aware of the breadth of content, providing easy 
routes to content and encouraging audiences to visit different products to explore 



the breadth of what is available1. Whilst this comment relates to BBC Online, 
Virgin Media considers that this is something that is of general application.  The 
BBC has an opportunity to work with platform providers (as experienced 
distributors of TV content) to ensure the most value is realised for licence fee 
payers.  The next stage of availability is not just that the content is there, but 
that it is also discoverable.  The BBC should be conscious that BBC content sitting 
in isolation on a connected platform risks preventing consumers from accessing 
content they have paid for through the licence fee in an intuitive way, whether 
that be via the TiVo box in the front room or by side loading BBC content to their 
iPad or other mobile device.   
 
Personalisation:  Virgin Media agrees with BBC statements that this is central to 
how there is an opportunity to offer more value to licence fee payers by bringing 
them content that is more relevant to them. As with the points on navigation, 
although the Report is focussed on BBC Online, there is an opportunity for the 
BBC to work with platform providers in this regard.  
 
The Review states that “Enhancing personalisation will enable BBC Online to 
provide a more appealing, engaging and relevant service, for instance 
by…enabling users to manage their consumption with continuity across four 
screens, reactive reminders, filter material and create collections of bookmarked 
content.” 
 
Platforms work well if the platform understands a viewer’s viewing preferences. 
At Virgin Media we continually tailor recommendations to a customer based on 
their feedback.  [CONFIDENTIAL]. The BBC should be encouraged to work with 
platforms to develop a standard to provide data on viewing preferences.  Virgin 
Media would be willing to work with the BBC and industry initiatives to make this 
a reality. Virgin Media has considerable experience with the issues faced by the 
BBC having led the vanguard of the Connected TV revolution via our substantial 
investments in both broadband and next generation TV with TiVo and TV 
Anywhere.  Virgin Media would therefore fully echo the statements in paragraph 
179 that BBC should be encouraged to continue to look for ways to be more 
open, transparent and accountable.   
 
Virgin Media’s comments on four screens are equally pertinent here. In wishing to 
enable its subscribers to view content wherever they are, whenever they like and 
on whatever device they choose to use, Virgin Media considers it crucial to deliver 
this with a “consistent user experience”.  In particular, personalisation 
preferences logged on the TiVo set top boxes should be equally accessible on 
other devices to ensure a continuity of experience.    
 
Specific response to Consultation on changes to the service licences  
 
In respect of the specific point under consultation, Virgin Media notes that BBC 
Online is deemed a Public Service and the iPlayer is a Key Characteristic of that 
service.  Previously, the BBC Trust has considered that the iPlayer is a ‘non 
service activity’. This has led to confusion over how changes to the iPlayer service 
should be reviewed and what form of PVT (if any) is required. The BBC iPlayer is 
a vital component of the BBC’s Public Service Remit and it should be made clear 
in the Service Licence that the entire output and functionality of BBC iPlayer is a 
Key Characteristic of BBC Online.  Without such clarity the BBC Executive is able 
to control which changes to the iPlayer are subject to rigorous scrutiny and which 
only subject to a more informal review.  This is inconsistent to not only the 
public’s perception of the BBC iPlayer as a key part of the BBC’s delivery of public 

                                                      
1  At page 40. 



service but also negatively impacts the BBC's commercial stakeholders who are 
not able to ensure that potentially market impacting changes are properly 
scrutinised. 
 
To provide certainty for industry, the BBC Trust should confirm in the relevant 
service licence that BBC linear channels and content delivered via IP are 
regulated and distributed as linear channels (in a similar way to other linear 
channels delivered via IP which are regulated under the standard Ofcom TLCS 
licences).  
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